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DIFFERENTIABLE REPRESENTATIONS.  I:

INDUCED REPRESENTATIONS AND FROBENIUS RECIPROCITY

BY

JOHAN F. AARNES

ABSTRACT.   In this paper we give the construction of the adjoint and

the co-adjoint of the restriction functor in the category of differentiable G-mod-

ules, where G is a Lie group.   Stated in terms of representation theory this means

that two types of induced representations are introduced, both differing from the

classical definition of differentiably induced representation given by Bruhat.  The

Frobenius reciprocity theorem is shown to hold.

The main part of the paper is devoted to obtaining suitable realizations of

the spaces of the induced representations.  It turns out that they may be given as

Ejç(G, E) and E'¡((G, E) respectively, i.e. as certain spaces of K-invariant differ-

entiable functions or distributions on G.  This makes it possible to establish a

rather complete duality theory.  In the last part we consider the relationship to

some of Bruhat's work.  In particular his Frobenius theorem is shown to be a

direct consequence of the tensor-product machinery we employ.  We also offer

a result on inducing in stages.

1. Introduction. Differentiable representations of Lie groups were intro-

duced by F. Bruhat in his fundamental and by now classical work [2]. Exploit-

ing the interplay between unitary representations and their associated differenti-

able representations he obtained deep and useful criteria for the irreducibility of

induced unitary representations. Central in his discussions is the space of inter-

twining forms between two representations. He proves a version of the Frobenius

reciprocity theorem for his concept of differentiably induced representations in

terms of intertwining forms. This result may be regarded as the solution (in a

particular case) of a universal problem. In our terminology it is equivalent to the

construction of a "quasi-adjoint" for the restriction functor F —► FK, where F

is a differentiable C-module, G a Lie group, and K a closed, subgroup of G.

Starting with Frobenius [4] the history of the Frobenius reciprocity the-

orem is long and interesting. An important factor in this development were the

works of Mackey [14], [15] and [16] where he gives general and profound ver-

sions for unitary representations. More recently Moore [20], Rieffel [22] and
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Rigelhof [23] have all given versions of the theorem from a more general point

of view.  Specifically, if E and F are K- and (7-modules respectively, then the

restriction functor F —* FK will (under various conditions on E and F) have an

adjoint E —>GE and a co-adjoint E —► EG.  I.e.

LG(GE,F)^LK(E,FK)   and    LQ(F, E°)~ LK(FK, E).

In particular Rigelhof succeeded in constructing an adjoint and a co-adjoint in

the category of continuous locally convex G-modules.  It is however, well known

that in the form stated here, the Frobenius theorem is false for unitary represen-

tations.  Therefore, in the spirit of Bruhat, we find it natural to seek a solution

to the problem for differentiable representations.  Using the algebraic machinery

developed by Rieffel and Rigelhof we define differentiable induced and co-induced

representations, in a natural way and show that the corresponding functors E —►

GE and E —* EG are adjoint and co-adjoint for the restriction functor, respect-

ively.

The spaces GE and EGa:e, as defined, somewhat unwieldy. However, due to

the many nice properties of spaces of differentiable functions and distributions

we are able to give rather satisfactory realizations of GE and EG. Specifically,

we show that EG may be realized as the space EK(G, E) of ¿"-valued /¿"-invariant

differentiable functions on G, whereas GE (in most important cases) may be

realized as E'K(G, E) = the space of ¿-valued K-lineur distributions with compact

support modulo Ä'. On the basis of these realizations we obtain a fairly complete

duality for the induced and the co-induced representations. If it is a differenti-

able representation of K on E, tt the contragredient representation on E, then

(under suitable conditions on E) we have (GEJ Sa (È) G and G(E) = (EGJ.

These results, and the realization GE = E'K(G, E) mentioned above are definitive

improvements of the corresponding results of Rigelhof for continuous represen-

tations. The reason being of course the strong effect of differentiability assump-

tions.

Our concept of induced (and co-induced) differentiable representation

differs from that of Bruhat. There is however, a rather interesting connection.

In particular, if E is the dual of a reflexive Frechet space then the adjoint GE

is in fact a quasi-adjoint for the restriction functor. This complements Bruhat's

own result, where he restricts both E and F to be Fréchet spaces. We are also

able to show that Bruhat's Frobenius theorem is an almost direct consequence

of the tensor product machinery we employ.

This paper is the first of a sequence. The organization of the material is

as follows. In §2 we give the basic facts concerning the specific types of tensor

products which we are going to deal with. In §3 we present the main facts con-

cerning differentiable representations and the distribution form of such represen-
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tations. The theory of vector-valued distributions on Lie groups, their convolu-

tions etc. is by now well established.  For general background we refer to [29]

(Appendix 2), the introductory chapters of [2], or [26] and [27].  In §4 we

define our versions of the induced and the co-induced differentiable representa-

tions, and in the following section we prove the Frobenius reciprocity theorem

for them. In §6 we give the realizations of the spaces GE and EG.  §7 is de-

voted to the proof of the realization of GE. Here we also compute the dual of

GE, which is the basis for the duality mentioned above, and which is presented

in §8. In §9 we take up the discussion of the relationship to Bruhat's work, and

prove and extend his Frobenius result. Finally, in §10 we offer a result on in-

ducing in stages and some concluding observations.

In a forthcoming paper we will take up the question of irreducibility of

unitary and differentiable representations. If U is a unitary representation of K

on a Hubert space X, and rr the associated differentiable representation on E =

X„, we find the triplet GE, Xo and E° (where Xe is the Hilbert space of the

unitary induced representation U°) a very useful tool.

In another paper we will show that the so-called duality theorem for auto-

morphic functions [5] is a fairly direct consequence of our Frobenius theorem.

Although the present work is in the spirit of representation theory, we find

the language of modules and category theory convenient; and shall use it freely.

Specifically, and to establish the rules of the game; if p is a representation of a

group (or an algebra with convolution x —► x) X on a space E, we realize E as

a left (right) ^-module under the action xa = p(x)a (ax = p(x~ ' )a) (or p(x)a

if X is an algebra) (x G X, a G £). Conversely, to any left or right A"-module

we obtain a representation of X on E in the obvious way. If E is a locally con-

vex space and also a separately continuous left (right) Jf-module, then we can

make E' (-the dual of E), into a right (left) module by {a, ax) = {xa, a')

({a, xa') = {ax, a')). The dual module of E is the submodule E of E' consisting

of those elements a' G E' such that x —> a'x (x —► xa') is continuous of X

into E'b.   If p is a representation of X on E, then the contragredient repre-

sentation p of X is the representation associated with the dual module, viz.

p(x) = tp(x~1) (or *p(x) if X is an algebra) where *A is the transpose of the con-

tinuous linear operator A on E, restricted to E.

With respect to notation we shall with few exceptions follow Warner [29].

We will however, write V(G), E(G), V'(G) and E'(G) for the differentiable func-

tions on G with compact support; the differentiable functions, the distributions

and the distributions with compact support, respectively.

If G is a Lie group we denote by @ its Lie algebra, and by S(®) the uni-

versal enveloping algebra of the complexification of 0. We identify 3(@) with

the right invariant differential operators on G.
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All locally convex spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff.  Our results are

stated for Lie groups. Using the device of Bruhat in [3], that any connected

locally compact group is a projective limit of Lie groups (Yamabe's theorem),

they may be extended to connected locally compact groups satisfying the second

axiom of countability.

2. Generalities on tensor products. In this section we collect and present,

mostly without proofs, the results concerning tensor products which will be need-

ed in this work. For proofs and a more complete discussion the reader is refered

to [7], [23] and [1].

Let A" be a group or an algebra over C, and let E and F be vector spaces

over C. Suppose that X acts to the right on E and to the left on F, i.e. that

E(F) is a right (left) ^-module. A bilinear map co: E x F —*■ H where H is a

vector space over C is X-balanced if

(2.1) u(ax, b) = (Mfl, xb)

for all x E X, a E E and b E F. The linear space of all X-balanced bilinear maps

03: E x F —* H is denoted by ßx(E, F; H). If H = C we write BX(E, F).

Let x denote the canonical bilinear map of E x F into BX(E, F)*. I.e.

X(a, b)œ = co(a, b)  (ù) E BX(E, F)), and x is ̂ -balanced.  Let E ®x F denote

the linear span of the range of x- We write a ®x b (or just a ® ft if no con-

fusion is possible) for the element x(o, b). Hence E ®x F consists of all finite

sums 2 a¡ ®x b¡ with a¡ E E, b¡ G F.  We refer to E ®x F as the X-tensor product

of E and F.

We have the following basic algebraic fact.

Pproposition 2.1. Each X-balanced bilinear map co on E x F into H de-

termines a unique linear operator T^ of E ®x F —* H such that co = Tw o x.

The correspondence oj—*Tisan isomorphism of BX(E, F) onto L(E ®x F, H).

The property of Proposition 2.1 characterizes the X-tensor product of/T and

F up to isomorphism. Here is another approach to the construction. LetE®F=

E ®c F be the usual tensor product of E and F over the complex numbers. Let

N be the subspace of E ® F generated by elements of the form ax ® b - a ®xb

(xEX.aEE.bEF).

Proposition 2.2  77je spaces E ® F/N and E ®x F are naturally isomor-

phic.

Now suppose that E and F are locally convex spaces. As for ordinary ten-

sor products it is possible to introduce several locally convex topologies on E ®x F,

each making continuous linear maps on E ®x F correspond to bilinear X-bal-

anced maps on E x F satisfying specific continuity requirements. The problem
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here, however, is that these topologies on E ®x F need not be Hausdorff, reflect-

ing the fact that N need not be closed in the corresponding topology on E ® F.

We shall therefore pass to the "Hausdorffication" of E ® F, i.e. to the quotient

space E ®x F/{0}~, where {0}~ denotes the closure of {0} in the topology in

question.

As for ordinary tensor products there are unique topologies it and ß on

E ®x F such that continuous linear maps T: E ®x F —► H define continuous

and hypocontinuous bilinear maps onFxF —► H. it and ß will be called the

projective and the inductive tensor product topology. Let E ®x F (resp. E ®^

F) denote the quotient of E ®x F modulo the closure of {0} with respect to it

(resp. ß). Let B°X(E, F; H) (resp. BX(E, F; H)) denote the space of continuous

(resp. hypocontinuous) X-balanced bilinear maps of E x F into H. We have

Proposition 2.3. Let H be a locally convex Hausdorff space.  The cor-

respondence cj = 7" o x defines a linear isomorphism between L(E ®x E, H) and

B°X(E, F; H) (L(E ®x F, H) and BX(E, F; //)). Moreover, equicontinuous sub-

sets of L(E ®x F, H) (resp. L(E ®PX F, H)) correspond to equicontinuous (resp.

equihypocontinuous) subsets of ^(E, F\ H) (resp. BX(E, F; H)). The topology

ir(ß) is the topology of uniform convergence on equicontinuous (equihypocon-

tinuous) subsets of BX(E, F; H). IfN is the closure of N in E ®F with respect

to ir(ß) then we have a topological isomorphism between E ®n F/N (E ®ß F/N)

andE®xF (E ®PX F).

Remark 2.4. The Hausdorff condition on H is crucial here, if T is a con-

tinuous linear map of M into H, T~l {0} is closed so T defines a continuous

linear map on the quotient M/{0}~. For some further discussion of the Haus-

dorff property on ^-tensor products, see [1] where examples and counterex-

amples may be found.  Now let X = A be a topological algebra, and suppose that

the action of A on E and F is at least separately continuous. Assume that A

contains a group G such that [G] is dense in A.  (This is, for instance, the case if

G is a Lie group and A = E'(G) via the natural imbedding x —► ex of G into

E'(G).)

Proposition 2.5. Under the assumptions above we have, for r = n or ß:

E®TGF=*E®TAF.

Proof. Let x: E x F —► E ®TG F be the canonical bilinear map. x is

G-balanced and separately continuous for both topologies. Hence, under the

given assumptions x is /4-balanced and the result follows easily.

We shall from now on assume that X = G is a topological group, and we

shall also assume that the action of G on E and F is at least separately continu-

ous. G acts naturally on F ' to the right, viz: {b, b'x) = {xb, b') (x EG, bEF,
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b' EF'). Let LG(E, F'b) be the space of continuous G-linear maps m of E into

F'b, i.e. m(ax) = (ma)x (aEE).  Let LeG(E, F'b) denote the subspace of those

777's that map bounded subsets of E into equicontinuous subsets of F'b. If ^ G

(E ®G E)' define m^: E -* F'b by <ft, 7?2^(a)> = </>(a ® ft).

Proposition 2.6. 77?e map <I>: </? —► m   is a linear isomorphism of

(E ®ç F)' onto LG(E, F'b).  $ is a topological isomorphism with respect to the

topology of bi-bounded convergence on (E ®G F)' and the topology of bounded

convergence on L€G(E, F'b), respectively,

Proof.  The proof is routine and is omitted.

Later on we shall need associativity of tensor products with inductive top-

ologies, and we shall also need associativity of completed tensor products. To

make this go through we have to impose certain conditions on the tensor products.

Let us say that E ®G F is saturated (with respect to bounded sets) if each bounded

set Q Ç E ®G F is contained in the closure of the convex, balanced hull of a set

A ®B, where A and B are bounded in E and F respectively.

Let D, E and F be locally convex spaces, and let K and H be topological

groups, such that K acts to the right on D and to the left on E and H acts to the

right on E and to the left on F. We assume that the actions of K and H on E

commute, viz (ka)h = k(ah) (k G K, ft G H, a G E). Observe that K acts natural-

ly on E ®H F to the left, and H acts to the right on D ®K E; viz: k(a ®b) =

ka ®b and (d ®a)h- d ® ah, the definitions being made through the natural

bilinear maps. These actions are separately continuous on F ®^¡ F and D ®^K E.

Proposition 2.7. Let D, E, F; K and H be as above and suppose that

E ®H F and D ®K E are saturated. Then there is a natural topological isomorphism

D ®*K(E ®3H F) S£ (D ®ßK E) ®&H F.

Proof.  Rigelhofs Proposition 7 [23] does not cover this case, since he

considers a different topology on the tensor products. His proof may be modi-

fied however, and can be used as a basis for a proof. The complete argument is

somewhat tedious, and may be found in [1].

To obtain associativity for the completed tensor products we need the fol-

lowing.

Lemma 2.8.  Suppose G acts to the right on E and to the left on F. Sup-

pose moreover that E0 is a dense G-invariant subspace of E such that any bounded

subset of E is contained in the closure of a bounded subset of E0.   Then any

hypocontinuous G-balanced bilinear form co on EQ x F has a unique hypocon-

tinuous G-balanced bilinear extension ZitoExF.
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Corollary 2.9.   Let, E, E0, F and G be as above.  Then the natural

map of EQ ®G F into E ®G F is injective and a topological isomorphism onto

a dense subspace.

Proofs.   The proof of the lemma proceeds along traditional lines and is

omitted. Let x be the canonical bilinear map of E x F into E ®G F. The re-

striction of x to Fq x F is hypocontinuous and determines a continuous linear

map / of E0 ®G F into E ®G F. Since the spaces are Hausdorff it follows by

the Hahn-Banach theorem and the lemma that / is injective. The range of / is

clearly dense in E ®G F since E0 is dense in E and x is separately continuous.

Finally, if H is an equihypocontinuous subset of BG(E0, F) then the set H =

{w: co G H} is equihypocontinuous in BG(E, F). The result follows.

Let E ®G F denote the completion of E ®q F. Now let D, E, F; K and

H be as in Proposition 2.7 and assume in addition that D, E and F are complete.

We may extend the action of A' on £ ®ßH F to E ®H F by continuity, each k EK

defines a continuous automorphism u —► ku  (u E E ®H F) of E ®H F. Note

however that without extra assumptions the maps k —> ku need not be continuous

for all u G E ®H F. However, this is not necessary for the next result to hold.

Let us say that the completed product E ®H F is saturated (with respect to

bounded sets) if each bounded set Q in E ®H F is contained in the closure (in

E ®H F) of the convex, balanced hull of a set A ® B, where A and B are bounded

in E and F respectively. Clearly E ®H F is saturated if and only if E ®H F is

saturated and each bounded subset of E ®H F is contained in the closure of a

bounded subset of E ®ßH F.

Proposition 2.10. Let D, E, F; K and H be as above with D, E and F

complete. Suppose that D ®K E and E ®H F are saturated. Then we have a

natural topological isomorphism

D®K(E®HF)~ (D ®K E) ®H F.

Proof.  By Corollary 2.9 (D ®ßK E) ®PH F carries the relative topology of

(D ®K E) ®ßH F and is dense. On the other hand D ®ßK(E ®ßH F) carries the

relative topology of D ®ßK (E ®H F) and is dense. Now D ®ßK (E ®ßH F) =

(D ®ßKE)®ßHF by Proposition 2.7. The result follows.

Remark 2.11.  Proposition 2.10 is the basis for the result on "inducing in

stages" to be given in §10 of this work, and our proof of Bruhat's Frobenius

result, given in §9.

3.  Differentiable representations.  Distribution form of a representation.

In this section we will recall the basic fact and properties concerning differenti-

able representations, and prove a few results for them.
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Let G be a lie group, countable at infinity and let p be a continuous repre-

sentation of G on a complete locally convex space E. For a EE define the func-

tion S: G —* E by

a(x) = p(x)a     (x E G).

The vector a is differentiable if â G E(G, E). The subspace of differentiable vec-

tors in E is denoted by E„, and is dense in E. The linear map A : a —* â is a

linear isomorphism of ¿M onto a closed subspace EG of E(G, E). We place on

£■„ the relative topology of EG as a subspace of E(G, E).  dearly, if E is a met-

ric space, F,» is a metric space.

The representation p is differentiable if E = E„ with coincidence of top-

ologies, equivalently A: E —► E(G, E) is a topological isomorphism onto EG.

Another formulation is that the operators p(D) (D 6 3(@)) are continuous on

E„ when £„ is given the relative topology from E  [2], [29].

In general E„ is a p-invariant subspace of E. The corresponding represen-

tation p„ of G on E„ is continuous and differentiable, and (E^)^ = £"„, with

coincidence of topologies. The representation p„ is topologically irreducible if

and only if p is topologically irreducible [2].

Proposition 3.1. IfE is a reflexive Fréchet space, then E„ is a reflexive

Fréchet space.

Proof.  If E is a Fre'chet space, so is E(P, E) and therefore also the closed

subspace EG.  Now QG, E) =i E(G) ®E so it follows from [7, §3, Proposi-

tion 13] that E(G, E) is semireflexive if E is. A closed subspace of a semire-

flexive space is semireflexive [12, 20.2(h)] and a Fre'chet space is reflexive if it

is semireflexive. The result follows.

Let p be a differentiable representation of G on E, and let p be the contra-

gredient representation on E. Then E = E' and p(D) is continuous on E'b for all

D E 2)(@) [2]. Hence, if E'b is complete p is a differentiable representation. In

any case p extends to a continuous and differentiable representation on the com-

pletion of E.

Since E is complete we have E(G, E) 2 E(C) ® E.  Any S E E'(G) gives

rise to a continuous linear operator S ® 1 on E(G) ® E into E. We have (S ® 1)

• (ft ®a) = S(h)a (ft G E, a G E) since the map (ft, a) —► S(h)a obviously is con-

tinuous and bilinear. The corresponding continuous linear map of E(G, E) into

E will be denoted by S'. We use the notation

S'f= fGf(x)dS(x)     (fE E(G, ¿)).

This is appropriate, for if S = p, where p is a measure of compact support then

p'/= fGf(x)dp(x). Here the right-hand side is defined as a vector-valued integral

in the usual sense.
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Let S and /be as above. We may then define their convolutions S * fand

f * S in a natural way [29].

Proposition 3.2. S * /and f*Sare C°°-functions and G with values in E

given by

(3.1) (S *fXx) = fGf(y'1x)dS(y),

(3.2) (f*S)(x) = fcf(xy-1ßG(y-1)dS(y).

The bilinear maps (f, S)~* f*Sand(f,S)—>S*fof E(G, E) x E'(G) into

E(G, E) are hypocontinuous.

We assume all the usual properties of convolutions to be known, at least

their verification is standard procedure and is left to the reader. The hypocon-

tinuity property does not seem to be stated in the literature in this generality

however, and will be proved here. We do this by exploiting the natural isomor-

phism T between E(G, E) and L(E', E), where the latter is given the topology of

uniform convergence on bounded (i.e. compact) subsets of E'.

(3.3) r(JXS) = S'(f)     (JE E(G, E),SE r?).

If h E E we put h(x) = /.(x-'^cix-1), and define S(h) = S(h), S(h) = S(h8G).

(If S = p. this is consistent with the definition p(A) = p(A~ '), where A is a Borel

set.)

Lemma 33.  For S.TEE'.mE L(E', E) we define

(3.4) (S o m)(T) = m(S * T),

(3.5) (m o S)(T) = m(T * S).

This makes L(E', E) into an E'-bimodule.  The bilinear maps (S, m) —*■ S o m

and (S, m) —► m o S are hypocontinuous.

Proof.  The fact that (3.4) and (3.5) define left and right actions of Ë on

7(E', E) follows directly from the relations

(S*T)~ = f *S    and   (S * TJ = f * S.

We prove that (S, m) —*■ m ° S is hypocontinuous. For the left action the proof

is similar and is omitted. Observe first that the map S —► S is an isomorphism

of F/ onto itself, so the bilinear map (T, S) —*■ T * S is jointly continuous of

FxE* into E'  [28].

Let C be a compact subset of E' and let V be a neighbourhood of 0 in E.

Then

Wcv = {mEL(E',E):m(C)Ç V}
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is a standard neighbourhood of 0 in L(E', E).  First, let B be a bounded subset

of L(E\ E). Since E is barrelled B is equicontinuous so there is a neighbourhood

Ux of 0 in E' such that B(UX) C V.

Choose the neighbourhood U of 0 in E' such that T * S is in Ul for all TE

Cwhen S is in //. Then (m o S)(T) = m(T * S) is in KforallmG5, 7/GCand

S E V. Hence ttí o S G 1VC K for all m G 5, S G Í/.  Next, let Wc K be as above

and let A be a closed bounded subset of E. Then A is compact and C, = {7 * 5:

TEC, S E A} is compact by joint continuity. Hence, if m EWCl>v then

m^ * S) G K for all T E C, S E A. Hence m°SEWcv for all S G /I when

mEWCly. The proof is complete.

Lemma 3.4.   V: E(G, E) —► L(E', E) is an isomorphism between E'-bimo-

dules:

(3.6) r(S*f)=SoV(f),

(3.7) r<j*s) = r(f)oS.

Proof. T(S * f)(T) = T'(S *f) = (S* T)'(f) = T(f)(S * T) = (S » r(f))(T)
for all 7/G E'. This proves (3.6).

r(/ * s)(T) = T'(f *s) = (T* s)'(f) = rc/xr * s) = (rxo ° s)(T)

which proves (3.7).

Proposition 3.2 now follows immediately from Lemmata 3.3 and 3.4.

We now return to the differentiable representation p of G on E.   Recall

the isomorphism a —*■ â which identifies E with the subspace EG of E(G, E). We

wish to realize E as an E'-module. The main point here is to observe that EG is

invariant with respect to convolution with elements in E'.  Suppose first that

A : E —► F is a continuous linear map of E into another complete locally convex

space F. For any / G E(G, E) the composite map A ° f will belong to E(G, F).

We easily obtain that

(3.8) S'(Aof) = A(S'f)     (SEE').

Indeed, it suffices to establish (3.8) for functions/of the type ft ®a (ft G E,

a G E), and here it is immediate.

Now let a EE, SE £:

(a * S)(x) = fGa(xy-*)8G(y-l)dS(y) = f^x^-'ß^-^dS^)

which equals p(x)S'(â) by (3.8).  So we get p(x)S'(â) = (S'(â))"(x). Hence

(3.9) â * S = (S'(â)î

which proves the asserted invariance. We now define p(S)a = S'(S).
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Corollary 3.5. S —*■ p(S) is a representation of E' on E, and the bilinear

map (S, a) —► p(S)a is hypocontinuous.

Proof.  Follows immediately from (3.9) and Proposition 3.2.

The homomorphism p: E' —* L(E) is called the distribution form of the

representation of G. Observe that p(ex) = p(x), where ex(y) = <p(x) (y E E).

Remark 3.6. Suppose E is a continuous left (right) G-module. We say

that E is a differentiable left (right) G-module if the associated representation is

differentiable.  Let E (resp. F) be a differentiable left (right) G-module with as-

sociated representation p(X). I.e. p(x)a = xa, \(x)b = bx~l   (x G G, a G E, b G

F). We then define Sa = p(S)a, bS = X(S)b for SE E1. Clearly E(F) becomes a

left (right) E'-module, and the bilinear maps (S, a) —► Sa, (b, S) —► bS are hypo-

continuous. We also have exa = xa and bex = bx.

For later reference we include the following facts.

Lemma 3.7.  Let E(F) be a left (right) differentiable G-module, and let

co: F x E —* H be a separately continuous G-balanced bilinear map.   Then co

is E'-balanced when E(F) is considered as a left (right) E'-module.

Proof.  The assertion follows immediately from the fact that N = [ex:

x EG] is a dense linear subspace of E'.  A more algebraic argument runs as fol-

lows:  Define Fb(a) = u(b, a) = Ga(b). Then Fb(Ga) is continuous of E(F) into

H.  By assumption on co we have (Fb o â)(jc) = (Gfl o S)(x-1). Hence, if S E

E' we get:

co0, Sa) = Fb(Sa) = Fb(S'a) = S'(Fb o a) = S'((Ga o S)~SC)

= S'(Ga o b) = Ga(S'b) = Ga(bS) = cj(bS, a).

There is an obvious analogue for intertwining operators between differentiable

representations on modules. We omit the proof.

Lemma 3.8. Let p, X be differentiable representations of G on E, F respec-

tively. Then an intertwining operator A: E —* F also intertwines the distribution

forms of p and X.

4. The induced and the co-induced representation. Let G be a Lie group,

countable at infinity and let K be a closed subgroup. Once and for all we fix

the following set of actions. A' acts to the left on functions on G and to the

right on distributions, viz: (fE E(G)) (resp. £>(C)), (S E E'(G)) (resp. Q'(G))

G") (kf&x) = f(xk),

(K2) (Sk)(f) = S(kf)      (kEK.xEG).

G acts to the right on functions and to the left on distributions:
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(G1) (fz\x) = f(zx),

(G2) (zS)(f) = S(fz).

All these actions are jointly continuous and makes E(G) (resp. V(G)) into a dif-

ferentiable (K, G)-module, and E'(G) (resp. V'(G)) into a differentiable (G, K)-

module.

These actions satisfy the following relations, whose verification is immediate.

Letx EG:

(4.1) xf = f*ex,   fx = ex*f,

(4-2) xS = ev * S,   Sx = S * e .
x x

Moreover e^ = ex_x and e^ = SG(x-1)e _i.

Throughout this section we assume that rr is a differentiable representation

of A" on a complete locally convex space E.

(1) The induced representation.   It will be convenient to regard E as a left

A-module, and we write ka = n(k)a (k EK, a E E). We now employ the notation

and results of §2.  E' is a right A-module so we can form the A-tensor product

E ®K E.  We equip it with the inductive tensor product topology. Let GE de-

note the (Hausdorff) completion of E' ®K E. Let x G G; the bilinear form

ux(S,a) = xS®a      (SEE'.aEE)

of E* x E into E' ®K E is evidently /T-balanced and hypocontinuous. It there-

fore defines a continuous linear map Gtr(x) of E ®K E into itself, viz:

(4.3) gt¡(x) Z S. ® a. = Z xS, ® a.

for all such finite sums.  Gir(x) extends by continuity to all of GE. It is clearly

an automorphism and gtt is a representation of G on GE. We call gtt the in-

duced representation of G on GE.

Proposition 4.1. Gn is a differentiable representation.

Proof. We first verify that the action (x, u) —*■ Gir(x)u of G on GE is

jointly continuous. Let C be a compact subset of G. We will show that the

family {Gti(x): x EC} is equicontinuous.  By Proposition 2.3 it suffices to show

that {cox: x EC} is equihypocontinuous of E' x E into E' ®K E. So let W =

H° be a neighbourhood of 0 in E' ®K E, where H is an equihypocontinuous sub-

set of BK(E', E).  Let A be a bounded and closed subset of E'. Then A is com-

pact, so by the joint continuity of the action (x, S) —► xS it follows that A, =

{xS: x EC, SEA} is a compact subset of E'. Hence there is a neighbourhood

V in E such that \b(T, a)\ < 1 for all T E A,, a G V and ft G H. Consequently,
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for allxGC, SEA andaG V:

\wx(S, a)b\= \(xS ® a)b\ = \b(xS, a)\ < 1

for all b E H.  So u^A x V) C W for all x G C. Similarly, if B is a bounded

subset of E we find a neighbourhood U of 0 in F/ such that ux(U x B) Ç W

for all x G C. The crucial fact is again the joint continuity of the action (x, S)

—*xS. So {co^: x G C} is equihypocontinuous and our first assertion follows.

The map x —*■ cir(x)K of G into GE is clearly continuous for each u G GE.

Indeed, by the local equicontinuity of Gn this follows from the fact that x —*

xS ® a is continuous for each SEE1 and aEE. Hence Grr is a jointly continu-

ous representation.

The action (x, S) —* xS of G on E' is differentiable. We obtain

nG(D)(S ®a) = DS®a     (DE 2)(@))

where DS(r¡) = S(D#r¡) and D* is the adjoint of D. It follows that each operator

Gn(D) is continuous on E' ®K E and extends to a continuous operator on GE.

This shows that Gn is a differentiable representation and completes the proof.

(2) The co-induced representation.  For the construction it is convenient

to regard E as a right K-module. We then have ak = ir(k~ ')a (k E K, a G E).

Let EG = 7JC(E', E) denote the space of continuous ^-linear maps m: E' —* E,

i.e. m(Sk) = m(S)k. E° is evidently a closed subspace of 7ft(E', E) (which is

complete) and is consequently a complete locally convex space in the relative

topology.

We introduce a right action of G on 7(E', E) by

(4.4) (mx)(S) = m(xS).

This action leaves EG invariant, indeed:  (mx)(Sk) = m(x(Sk)) = m((xS)k) =

m(xS)k = (mx)(S)k which shows that m EEG implies mx EE°. We therefore

obtain a representation nG of G on EG by restricting the action to EG, viz:

(4.5) [7tG(x)m](S) = m(x-1S).

We call nG the co-induced representation of G on EG.

Proposition 4.2. tF is a differentiable representation.

Proof. We sketch the argument. As in the proof of Proposition 4.1 one

first shows that irG is jointly continuous. This is straightforward and the details

are omitted.  Let D E 5)(@). One finds that [nG(D)m] (S) = m(D#S) from which

it easily follows that nG is differentiable. For later reference we include the fol-

lowing easy result, whose proof is omitted.
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Lemma 4.3. Let S, T G E', a G E and m G E° :

(4.6) G *(S)(T ®a) = (S *T)®a,

(4.7) [irG(S)m](T) = m(S *T).

Remark 4.4.   It should be observed that even without the assumption that

7T is differentiable, the induced and co-induced representations are differentiable.

We shall occasionally write °-E (resp. E0-) for GE (resp. EG) to indicate from

which subgroup K the inducing (resp. co-inducing) starts.  One easily finds that

{e}c - E' and c%} - (E7>)' = E with the reëular actions.

Lemma 4.5.   Let n be a differentiable representation of G on E (i.e. K = G).

Then

(4.8) E' ®GE^E'®GE^E

and

(4.9) LG(E', £) as £

The proof is routine, and is omitted.  It follows that GE = E and EG = E.

5. The Frobenius reciprocity theorem. Preserve the notation and assump-

tions from the preceding section.  The theorem to be stated will be most pre-

cisely formulated in the language of category theory.  If H is a Lie group, let

C/°(//)  (Cr°°(//)) denote the category of differentiable left (right) //-modules.

There is a natural bijective functor inv: C¡°(H) —► CJ°(H) which to each left

//-module assigns the corresponding right G-module.  Let F be a left (right) dif-

ferentiable G-module with associated representation X. The restriction F —► FK

is a functor

res:   C~(G)-+ C~(K)   (Ç(G)— Cr"(*))

which clearly commutes with inv. Similarly we see that ind: E —► GE and co-ind:

E -* E° define functors C,"(^) -* C¡°(G) (C?(K) -* C?(G)) that automatic-

ally commute with inv.  Since ind and co-ind are functors we must have GE =

GEX and EG = Ex  if E and Ex are equivalent left (right) differentiable A-modules.

Theorem 5.1.  ind: E —*GE is the adjoint and co-ind: E —* EG is the co-

adjoint functor of the restriction functor res: F —► FK. I.e. there are natural

isomorphisms (in the sense of category theory [18]):

(5.1) LG(GE, F) a LK(E, FK),

(5.2) LG(F, EG) s LK(FK, E).

Moreover, ind and co-ind are uniquely determined by (5.1) and (5.2) to within

equivalence of differentiable G-modules.
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Remark 5.2. It can also be shown that (5.1) and (5.2) are topological iso-

morphisms with respect to standard topologies.

Proof of Theorem.   Suppose first that E and F are left K- and G-mod-

ules respectively. To prove (5.1) let A E LK(E, FK) and consider the bilinear

form uA(S, a) = \(S)Aa of E' x E into F. Since A is continuous it follows by

Corollary 3.5 that co^ is hypocontinuous. It is also A'-balanced:

uA(Sk, a) = \(Sk)Aa = \(S)\(k)Aa = XS)AiT(k)a = uA(S, ka)

for k EK and where we have used (4.2). So co^ determines a continuous linear

map A': E' ®K E —*■ F such that A'(LS¡ ® a¡) = 2 XO^yia, (finite sums); A' is

G-linear, for if x G G then

WG7T(x)Zs. ® a) = A'ZxS. ® a. = £x(xSfMa. = X^Ex^.)^

Hence A' extends to a continuous G-linear map of GE into F. This map will

also be denoted by A'. The map <p: A —*A' of LK(E, FK) into LG(GE, F)

obtained this way is linear. Now supposed' = 0. Then Aa = \(ee)Aa =

A'(ee ® a) = 0 for all a G E so A = 0. Hence ¡p is injective. Next, suppose B G

LG(GE, F) is arbitrary, and define Aa = B(ee ® a) which certainly makes A into

a continuous Ä'-linear map of E into F.  Hence A G LK(E, F) and

A'(S ®a) = X(S)Aa = \(S)B(ee ®a) = BGn(S)(ee ®a) = B(S ® a)

by Lemmata 3.8 and 4.3. Consequently, by linearity and continuity A' = B so

<p is surjective and an isomorphism of LK(E, FK) onto LG(GE, F). This estab-

lishes (5.1) for left modules.

If E and F are right K- and G-modules respectively we use the observation

that the functor inv commutes with both res and ind.  Property (5.1) for right

modules then easily follows from the same result for left modules.

To prove (5.2) suppose first that E and F aie right K- and G-modules re-

spectively. Let A E UomK(FK, E) and let bEF.  Define (A'b)(S) = A\(S)b.

Then A'b belongs to LK(E', E) = EG since S —*■ A\(S)b is continuous and

(A'b)(Sk)=A)(k-1yk(j§í)b = rrífc-'jdXOS)*) = (A'b)(S)k.

Hence A' maps F into EG and is clearly linear. The continuity of A' follows

almost immediately from Corollary 3.5 applied to X. Finally, if x EG, bEF

then

A'(bx)(S) = (A'\(x-x)b)(S) = 04X(5)X(x-1))è - A\((xS)~)b

= (A'b)(xS)=[7tG(x-1)A'b](S)
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for all S G E'. Hence A'(bx) = (A'b)x which shows that A' G LG(F, E°). The

map \¡/: A —*-A' is linear, and if A' = 0 when Ab = A\(e)b = (A'b)(ee) = 0 for

all 6 G F, so A = 0. Hence ̂  is injective. To prove surjectivity let BELG(F, EG)

and define Ab = (Bb\ee), ft EF.  It is easily seen that A belongs to LK(FK, E).

Moreover (A'b)(S) = Al(S)b = (B\(S)b)(ee) = (irG(S)Bb)(ee) = (5ft)(5) by Lem-

mata 3.8 and 4.3. Hence Ä = B which shows that ^ is an isomorphism and

establishes (5.2) for right modules. The conversion to left modules is done as

above.

The fact that <p and ty are natural in the sense of category theory may be

proved by more or less obvious manipulations within the algebraic structure. The

uniqueness statement theorem now follows from general principles, see [18,

Corollary 1, p. 83]. This completes the proof.

Remark 5.3. In our definition of the induced and co-induced representa-

tions we might have started with a different set of actions on E and E'.  Indeed,

if we invert all the actions (Kl), (K2), (Gl) and (G2) and proceed as before with

obvious modifications on the way, we obtain induced and co-induced represen-

tations Gn' and 'ttg that are seemingly different from Gn and 7rG respectively.

However, the Frobenius reciprocity theorem will also hold for these (or their as-

sociated left or right G-modules). It therefore follows from the uniqueness state-

ment of the theorem that Gjr' = G7r and 'ttg = jtg.

6. Realizations.  In this section we give alternative descriptions of the

G-modules GE and EG. We preserve the preceding notation and assumptions.

As may be expected E° may be realized as a space of F-valued C°°-functions on

G, whereas such a realization for GE in general is impossible. Since the realiza-

tion of E° is by far the simplest to achieve, we treat it first.

Let EK(G, E) denote the space of C°° -functions /: G —► E which satisfies

(6.1) f(xk) = *(k-l)f(x).

EK(G, E) is a closed subspace of E(G, E) and equipped with the relative topology

it becomes a complete locally convex space. We have a natural right action of G

on E(G, E) which leaves EK(G, E) invariant, viz:

(6-2) (fx)(y)=f(xy)     (x.yEG).

The associated representation 'nG of G on EK(G, E) is then given by

(6.3) ['ffG(x)/]00=/(x-V).

Proposition 6.1. E° and EK(G, E) are equivalent differentiable right

G-modules, i.e. iiG =i 'itG.

Proof.  Let T: E(G, E) -* L(E', E) be as in §3, i.e. T(/)(5) = S'f, so V
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is an isomorphism onto. All we have to do is to show that T maps EK(G, E)

onto LK(E\ E) and intertwines the action of G. If/G E(G, E) and satisfies

(6.1) then

T(f)(Sk) = r(/)(5 * ek) = (T(f) o efc)(5) = T(f * ek)(S) = T(kf\S)

= r(ir(k- • )/)(S) = 5'«*- » ) o f) = jr(*- » )(S'/) = (S'f)k = (T(/)S)fc

where we have used successively (4.2), (3.5), (3.7), (4.1), (6.1) and (3.8). Hence

T(f) is ̂ -linear and belongs to LK(E', E). The converse is similar. Next, if x G G:

r(/x)(5) = s'ose) = (xS)'f = r(f)(xS) = (r(/»(5)

for all 5 G E'. Hence r(/x) = T(/)x and the proof is complete.

We will now give a realization of GE which is valid in important special

cases, notably if E is the strong dual of a reflexive Fre'chet space. This realiza-

tion of the A'-tensor product E' ®K E is at least to the author's knowledge new,

and appears to be of some interest in itself.

Let E'K(G, E) denote the space of ¿"-valued distributions m on G satisfying

the following two conditions:

,, .. supp m ÇCK for some compact subset C of G

(i.e. m has compact support modulo K),

(6.5) m(k<p) = 8K(k~1 )km(ip)   (kEK.yE V(G), 8K = modular function

We topologjze E'K(G, E) as follows. For each compact set C C G let E'CK(G, E)

be the subspace of those /w's that have their support in CK. We give this space

the relative topology as a closed subspace of V'(G, E), and where the latter is

given the usual topology of uniform convergence on bounded (i.e. compact) sub-

sets of V(G).  E'K(G, E) is then given the inductive limit topology from the fam-

ily of spaces E'c K(G, E)asC runs through the collection of compact subsets of

G.  G is countable at infinity so E'K(G, E)isa strict inductive limit of complete

spaces and is therefore itself complete [12].  E'K(G, E) is made into a differenti-

able left G-module by the action

(6.6) (x/w)(¥>) = m(*x)     (xEG.yE V(G)).

Proposition 62. If E is a normed space or the strong dual of a reflexive

Fréchet space then GE and E'K(G, E) are equivalent differentiable left G-modules.

The proof of this result will be given through a sequence of lemmas in the

next section. Proposition 6.2 is false without some assumption on E. For in-

stance it fails if E = E For a discussion see the end of §7.

7. Proof of Proposition 6.2. As before G is a Lie group, countable at

infinity and it is a differentiable representation of the closed subgroup K on a

complete locally convex space E.
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Let E'(G, E) denote the space of F-valued distributions with compact sup-

port. We equip this space with the inductive limit topology described in the pre-

ceding section (taking K = {e}). We obtain a right action of K of this space by

(7.1) (mkM = 8K(k)k~lm(k<p).

Then define

(7.2) m#<p=fK(mk)(y)dk

where integration is with respect to right Haar-measure on K. The integral de-

fines an element of E since the map k —► (mk)(ip) is easily seen to be continuous

of K into E and has compact support, for fixed ttî and ip. In fact, if supp m Ç Cx

and supp y£C2 then supp(fc —>(mk)(tp)) C{kEK: Cxk C\C2 =t 0} since

supp mk C Cxk. Hence xk=y for some x E Cx, y G C2 or k = x~ly E C\~lC2.

So suppffc —* (mk)(<p)) ÇK nCxlC2.

The map y? —► m#<p is evidently linear of V(G) into E.

Lemma 7.1.   #: m—*-m# is a linear, continuous and open map of E'(G, E)

onto E'K(G, E).

Proof.  Linearity of # is obvious. Clearly, if ttî has support in C, then

supp m# Q CK. Let m G E'(G, E) and suppose supp m CCX. We must show

that 7T7#: V(G) —► E is continuous.  Let F be a neighbourhood of 0 in E.  Let

C2 be an arbitrary compact subset of G, and let p be right Haar measure on K.

If p(K n C\~l C2) + 0 put r = p(K r\C[1C2)~l. Since it is jointly continuous

there is a neighbourhood Vx of 0 in E such that ir(k~1)Vx Ç rV for all k E K O

C1~1C2.  m is continuous, so there is a neighbourhood U of 0 in V(G) such that

m(U) C Vx. Finally, the action of K on V(G) is jointly continuous so there is a

neighbourhood Vx of 0 in fXG) such that 8K(k)ky E V for all k E K n C\ lC2

and all y G Vx. Hence, if y E Vx then

8K(k)k-1m(k<p)Ck-1m(U)çk-lVl ÇrV

for all k E K n CX~1C2. Consequently, if a' G Vo and supp y C C2 we get

\<jn*ip, a')\ = f        ,    {8Jk)k-lm(kv),a')dk
J vr\r>    l r>       A'ícnCj *c2

f .    rd7c=l
JKV\C,    C„

1    "2

which shows that /w#v? G (l^0),,. This shows that m# is continuous on Vc2(G)-

Since C2 was arbitrary and V(G) is given the inductive limit topology, it follows

that m*: V(G) —* E is continuous. Now let kx EKbe fixed and let <p E Q(G).

Then we get
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(m*kxM) = 8K(kl)k-1m#(kl^) = 8K(kl)k-1fK8K(k)k-1m(kk1^)dk

= j" 8K(kkl)k~1k-1m(kkl<p)dk = f^mkk^dk = fK(mk)(<p)dk = m#(^>).

Hence m*kx = m* so m* G E'K(G, E).

Next we show that m —* m# is continuous.  Since E'(G, E) is given the

inductive limit topology it suffices to show that # restricted to Ëç(G, E) is con-

tinuous for an arbitrary compact C CG.   Let W be a neighbourhood of 0 in

E'K(G, E). Then W n E'CK(G, E)isa O-neighbourhood in the relative topology

from V'(G, E) and therefore contains one of the form WB V;B bounded in

V(G), V a O-neighbourhood in E.  # maps E'C(G, E) into E'CK(G, E) so it suf-

fices to find a neighbourhood WBlvx of 0 in V'(G, E) such that #: W/b,,k1 n

Ec(G, E) —► WB v n E'c K(G, E). Now, since B is bounded in V(G) it is con-

tained in Vcx(G) for some compact set Cx C G. The action of K on P(G) is

jointly continuous so the set Bx = (K C\C~1CX)B is relatively compact in V(G).

By the joint continuity of tt there is a neighbourhood K, of 0 in £ such that

8K(k)k-1Vx C Vfoi all kEKC\C-1Cx. Let V2 =rVx, r = p(Kn (T'C,)-1.

Suppose now that m EWBl y2 C\ E'C(G, E) and that ipEB (so supp ip Ç Cj),

a' G K°:

Km#«A a')| = |/icric-l c V*)*" WM- "')dk < 1

so m* G WBV n Ec,vc(G, i)ÇIf and continuity of # is proved.  Let m G

V(G,E),hÈV(G). We define

(7-3) (hm)(v) = m(M      (*> G V(G)).

Since i/) —► hip is a continuous linear map of V(G) into itself, hm belongs to

E'(G, E). To show that # is surjective let m E E'K(G, E) with supp m QCK.

Let A G V(G), <p E V(G):

(hmfdp) = fK(hmk)(<p)dk = ¡^^k-'mm^dk

m ( 8K(k)k-1m(k(k-lh^))dk

= f (mkXk-^tfdk = f m(k-1h^>)dk.

Now k —*k~xhis continuous from A' into V(G), hence also from K into E(G).

E(G) is reflexive and its dual consists of the distributions of compact support,

so the integral ¡Kk~xhdk exists as an element h° of E(G). We clearly have

(7.4) h°(x) = f h(xk~l)dk.
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Now ipm belongs to E'(G, E) and therefore extends to a continuous linear map

of E(G) into E. Hence

f m(k~lh • v)dk = i(m)(k~xh)dk = (ipm)(h°) = m(<ph°).
JK JK

We have therefore shown that

(7.5) (hmf(& = m(<ph°)      (y> G V(G)).

At this stage we need the following well-known result [10].

Lemma 7.2.  For each A G P(G) rfte function h° defined by (7.4) belongs

to E(G) and is constant on left cosets xK.   We have supp ft0 C (supp h)K.  The

function h00(xK) = h°(x) has compact support and belongs to V(G/K). If g E

V(G/K) there is a function ft G V(G) such that g = ft00. If g >0we may take

h>0.

In particular, on the basis of the lemma we may choose ft G V(G) such that

ft0 = 1 on CXK where Cx is a compact neighbourhood of C (CK - supp m).

Then for any y E V(G), y - h°<p vanishes identically on a neighbourhood of CK

so by (7.5)

(7.6) 7?7(^) = 777(^7°) = (hm)*(<p)

Hence m = (hm)# and # is surjective.

It remains to show that # is open. Let W be a neighbourhood of 0 in

E'(G, E). It suffices to show that W# n E'C¡K(G, E) is a neighbourhood of 0

for an arbitrary compact CCG.  So let Cbe given and take ft G V(G) as above

with ft0 = 1 on CXK, Cx D C.  dearly supp ft = C2 2 Cx. We claim that the map

p: m —»• hm of E'CK(G, E) into E'c2(G> E) is continuous. Indeed, let WB r be

a neighbourhood of 0 in E'c2(G, E). <p —*■ hy is continuous of fXG) into itself

so Bx = {hy: <pEB} is bounded in V(G). Hence, if m E WB xy then (hm)(<p) =

7?7(ftip) G F for all y? G 5 so hm E WB v.   Hence p is continuous and

^'(Ifn P(E'C K(G, E)) is a 0-neighbourhood in E^ ̂ (G, E). Now p is injec-

tive on E'c K(G, E), in fact (hm)# = m so p_1 = # by (7.6). Consequently

p~l(Wn p(E'CtK(G, £))) = (IV n p(Ec(JC(G, F)))# £ IV* n rc>x(G, E) and the

proof is complete.

Let 5 G E'(G) and a G F be arbitrary. We define ms a(<p) = S(p)a (v G

V(G)).  Clearly mSa belongs to E'(G, E).

Lemma 73.   ¿er /c, EK be fixed.  Then

m#Sk^ = mtkxa-
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Proof.  If <p E V(G) we have

m#SkvaM = S^K^'^Sk^f^ = fKBK(M.SkxXto)k-ladk

= / 8K(k)S(klkv)k-1adk

= i^jrik-^^OSQfr^adik-1!)   (I = kxk)

=fK6K(0Smrlkxadl = m*kia(<p)

which proves the assertion.

Remark 7.4. This is the first instance where the modular function 5^ in

the definition of # plays a role.

Lemma 15.   The bilinear map (S, a) —* mSa of E' x E into E'(G, E) is

hypocontinuous.

Proof.  (1) Let Bx ç E' be bounded, and let the neighbourhood W -

WB y of 0 in E'(G, E) be given. (By the next lemma Bx Q E'q(G, E) for some

compact C Ç G so it is permissible to assume that W is of this form.) B is

bounded in P(G) and the injection of V(G) into E(G) is continuous, so B is

bounded as a subset of E(G). Hence B° is a O-neighbourhood in E' and there is

a real number r > 0 such that Bx C rB°. Then, if U = V/r and a EU ■fie have

ms,abf>> ~ %0« e V, for all SEBx and all <pEB. Hence mSa E WB v for

SEBx,aEU.

(2) Let A CE be bounded. We must show that the family of linear maps

{S —► ms  : a G A} is equicontinuous. Since E' is barreled it suffices to show

that 5 —► ms   is continuous for fixed a EE, and that {ms a: aEA} is bounded

in E'(G, E) for each S E E'. This last statement follows from (1) since for fixed

S the map a —► ms   is continuous and maps bounded sets into bounded sets.

Now let a E E he fixed. Since E' is an inductive limit of {E'c: C compact in G}

(next lemma) it suffices to show that S —► ms a is continuous on E'c for arbi-

trary C. But then ms a has support in C, so we may take a neighbourhood of 0

of the type WB v in E'(G, E). Then A Ç r V for some r > 0 so if S G B°/r then

ms,a e ^s,k for all a G yl. This completes the proof.

Lemma 7.6.   77ze strong topology of E' as a dual of E coincides with the

inductive limit topology of E'(G, C).

Proof.  It is well known that E' may be identified with the distributions

with compact support, i.e. with E'(G, C) as a vector space. To show that the

topologies are the same let /: E'(G, C) —* E'b denote the identity map. We first

show that / is continuous. Fix the compact set CQG. Let WB e be an arbitrary
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neighbourhood of 0 in E'b ; B a bounded subset of E, e > 0.  Choose ft G V(G)

such that ft = 1 on a neighbourhood of C. Then ft/? is a bounded subset of V(ß).

Indeed, if TE tf then 71(ft5) = (hT)(B) and ft7/G E'. Hence hB is weakly bounded

and therefore bounded in V. Consequently, if S belongs to WnB e n E'C(G, C)

then for <pEB: |%i)| = \S(h<p)\ < e which shows that i(S) G Wß £. So i\E'c(G, C)

is continuous. Since E'(G, C) is an inductive limit / is continuous. Now E'b is a

Mackey space so its topology is the strongest locally convex topology compatible

with its topological dual E. Hence, to prove that the two topologies in question

are the same it now suffices to show that each continuous linear functional ip on

E'(G, C) is also continuous on E'b. So let such a y be given. To show that ip is

continuous on E'b it suffices to show that <p is w*-continuous. Now E is complete

so this will follow if we can show that y\A is w*-continuous for every equicon-

tinuous subset A of E'b (Grothendieck's completeness theorem [12, 16.9]). Let

A be a w*-closed equicontinuous subset of E'b. A is bounded in E'b, hence com-

pact since E'b is a nuclear space. We claim that all S E A must have their sup-

port inside a fixed compact C ÇG.  If not, let U„C„ = G; Cn compact, 77 = 1, 2,

....  For each 77 there must be an Sn E A and a yn G V(G) supported by a

small neighbourhood Un such that UnC\Cn = 0, and Sn(¡pn) = 1. Clearly <pn —*

0 in E.  But then, by reflexivity <pn(S) = S(yn) —> 0 uniformly for S E A, con-

tradicting Sn(ipn) = 1. Hence A Ç E^ÍG, C) for some compact C ÇG.  But clearly

the relative topology from V' and the relative topology from E'b coincide on

E'C(G, C) since the injection E'b —► V' is continuous, and we already know that

1 is continuous. So y\A is strongly continuous, hence w*-continuous since the

strong and the w*-topologies coincide on A by compactness. The proof is complete.

We are now in a position to define the isomorphism E' ®K E —► E'K(G, E)

which is the object of this section. Let co be the bilinear map (S, a) —► m1¡ a of E'

x F into E'K(G, E). By the preceding results co is hypocontinuous and ̂ -balanced.

So w determines a continuous linear map Í2: E' ®K E—► E'K(G, E) such that

Sl(S ® a) = 772*- a. Our first objective is to show that Í2 is injective. For this

some further preparation is necessary. Since F is a (differentiable) left /if-module

we realize F' as a right AT-module in the usual way: <7ca, a) = <a, a'k) (a EE,

a' EE', kE K). We do not assume that F' is complete, but we still have E'b = E.

Suppose that/: G —>E'b is differentiable and satisfies (see (6.1))

(7.7) f(xk) = f(x)k      (xEG.kE K).

Let E^(G, F) denote the subspace of EK(G, É) consisting of functions /satisfy-

ing the following property:

(Pe)  For each compact set C C G and each D E 3)(@), Df(C) is an equi-

continuous subset of F.

(Observe that if/G EK(G, È) then DfE EK(G, É) by an easy computation.)
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Now let F be a continuous linear functional on E' ®K E (equipped with the in-

ductive topology ß) and define

(7.8) <a, /(*)> = F(ex ®a)      (xEG.aEE).

Lemma 7.7.   The map F —*f defined by (7.8) is a linear isomorphism of

(E' ®K E)' onto EK(G, E). The inverse map is given by

(7.9) F(S ®a) = fc{a, f(x))dS(x).

Moreover the map is a topological isomorphism with respect to the topology of

bi-bounded convergence on the dual of E' ®K E and the relative topology on

EeK(G, Ë) as a subspace of E(G, E'b).

Proof.  Let /G E^(G, É) be fixed and define co/S, a) = ¡(a, f(xydS(x)

= S(a o f), coy is bilinear and TT-balanced: iOf(Sk, a) = Sk(a ° f) = S(k(a » f)) =

S(ka o f) (since / satisfies (7.7)) = co^(5, ka). Hence co^ determines a linear func-

tional F on E' ®K E which satisfies (7.9). We must show that F is continuous,

or equivalently, that Ccy is hypocontinuous.

(1) Suppose A Ç E' is bounded. Then A is equicontinuous so there is a

continuous seminorm pD c on E (DE $(<&), C compact Ç G) such that pDC(f)

= sup^c\Dtfx)\ < 1 = \S(fi)\ < 1 for all S E A. Now by assumption Df(C) is

an equicontinuous subset of E, so there is a neighbourhood V of 0 in E such that

Df(C)CV°. Hence

pn Jaof)= sup \D(a o f)(x)\ = sup \{a, Df(x)) |< 1.
^-c xec *ec

Consequently \cof(S, a)\ = \S(a ° f)\ < 1 for all S E A and all a E V.

(2) Suppose B CE is bounded. We must show that the family of maps

5 —*■ ay(S, a) = S(a o f) (a E B) is equicontinuous.  Again, as in the proof of

Lemma 7.5 it suffices by (1) to show that S —► S(a o f) is continuous for fixed

a EE. But this is trivial since a o f E E.

Hence co^- is hypocontinuous so F is continuous. The map 8: /—* F of

EeK(G, E) into the dual of E' ®K E is clearly linear and injective. In fact, if

F = 0 then 0 = F(ex ®a) = {a, f(xy for all a EE, so f(x) = 0.

To show that 8 is surjective, let F G (E' ®K E)' and define /by (7.8). We

claim that if 7) G 3)(@) ti ~

(7.10) F(D\ ®a) = {a, Df(x))     (xEG.aEE)

which will imply that / is differentiable. To prove (7.10) let X E @. Then

F((-X)ex ® a) = tor 'ft(eexp tX*ex~ ex) ® a)

= lim (a, r ' {/(exp tXx) - f(x)}) = {a, Xf(xp
t-*o
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which establishes Xf(x) as a linear functional on F.  Since a —► F((-X)ex ® a)

is continuous Xf(x) E E'. (7.10) now follows by induction.  Hence / G E(G, E'0).

That / actually belongs to E(G, E'b), i.e. that Df(x) exists in the strong topology

of F' follows directly from the hypocontinuity of the canonical map (S, a) —*

S® a. Now let fc G A:. Then

(a, f(xk)) - F(exk ®a) = F(exk ®a) = F(ex ®ka) = <ka, f(x)) = (a, f(x)k)

for all a G F. Hence/satisfies (7.7) and belongs to EK(G, É). It remains to

see that /has the property (Pe). So let D E ®(@) and let C Ç G be compact.

The map x —*■ ex is continuous of G into E' and D# is continuous on E', so

{D*ex: x EC} is compact in E'. Hence there is a neighbourhood F of 0 in F

such that |<a, Df(x))\ = \F(D#ex ® a)\ < 1 for all x E C and all a G V. Hence

/ satisfies (Pe). This completes the first part of the proof. The topological part

is now a simple verification and is left to the reader. The proof is complete.

Remark 7.8.  Under additional assumptions on F the conclusion of Lem-

ma 7.7 may be sharpened considerably. For instance if F is a Mackey space so

that each w*-compact convex subset of É is equicontinuous the property (Pe)

is automatic. This discussion will be completed in the next section when we take

up the problem of representing the dual modules of GF and E°.

We now return to the proof of Proposition 6.2. Our first aim is to produce

a certain separating family of continuous linear functionals on E' ®K E. We

still do not assume that E'b is complete and have to pay for this by facing some

technicalities.

Ifit F be a right differentiable A'-module, F a complete locally convex space.

Let VK(G, F) denote the space of differentiable functions /: G —*■ F satisfying

the following two conditions.

(7.11) supp fQCK   for some compact subset CÇG,

(7.12) f(xk)=f(x)k.

We topologize VK(G, F) as follows:  For each compact C Ç G let VCK(G, F)

denote the subspace of those /s that have their support in CK. Give this space

the relative topology from E(G, F). It is clearly closed, hence complete in the

relative topology. We give VK(G, F) the inductive limit topology. It is a strict

inductive limit, hence complete. If F is a Fre'chet space it is of the type LF [2].

For/GE(G, F)put

(7.13) (kfXx) = 8K(k)f(xk)k~ >      (xEG.kEK)

and define, if/has compact support:

(7.14) 7(x) = fK(kf)(x)dk.
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It is easily seen that / is a differentiable function of G into F, and has support in

(supp f)K. Moreover, if kx E K:

f(xkx) = fK(kJ%xkx)dk = fKSKQ¿)fQckxk}k-ldk

= JKSK(k-ly6K(l)fQcirlkxd{k-l0   (kxk = t)

= fK&K(t)f(xl)rlkxdl=?(x)kl

so f belongs to VK(G, F).

Lemma 7.9.   f—+7is a linear, continuous and open map of V(G, F) onto

VK(G, F).

Proof. This is (essentially) Bruhat's Proposition 4.1.  [2].

Now let F be the completion of E. Then F is a right differentiable A'-mod-

ule, and the results above apply. Let 1F(G, E) (resp. VK(G, E)) denote the sub-

space of V(G, E) (resp. VK(G, E)) consisting of functions satisfying (Pe).

Lemma 7.10.ri maps Ve(G, É) into V£K(G, Ê).

Proof.  Let D E 2)(@), clearly df= D~p since D is right invariant. Now let

/ G De(G, É) and let C Ç G be compact. If supp f=Cx then k —► Df(xk) has

support in C-1CX CiK = C2 which is a compact subset of A'. Let r = p(C2)-1.

By assumption Df(Cx) is equicontinuous in È, so there is a neighbourhood U of

0 in E such that \{U, Df(Cx))\ < r. Now take the neighbourhood V of 0 in E

such that 8K(k)ka E U for all k E C2 and all a G V. Then if x EC:

\{a, df(x))\ = 1/   8  (ky,ka, Df(xk))dk\ < /   rdk = 1
I    C2 I C2

for all a G K  Hence Df(C) is equicontinuous. In particular jFmaps G into

£"', hence into E. The proof is complete.

Let ip G V(G) and let a' G E. Consider the bilinear form co^. on E* x E

given by

(7.15) co^a,(5,a) = <m#a(vp),a'>.

It is clearly A'-balanced and hypocontinuous, so it determines a continuous linear

functional F    , on E' ®K E such that

(7.16) Fipa.(S®a) = {mla(<p),a').

Let F be the family f/^,y. <pEV,aEE}.

Lemma 7.11. F spans a dense linear subspace of(E' ®K E)' with respect

to the topology of bi-bounded convergence on E' ®K E. In particular F is a
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total set of continuous linear functionals on E' ®K E.

Proof.  Let <p E V, a' G F be given, and let /   , be the function in

E%(G, É) corresponding to F    , under the isomorphism of Lemma 7.7. Then

(a, f    (x)) = F    (ex ®a) = {m* >), a')

= fK(8K(k)ex(kv)k-la,a')dk

= (a, fK8K(k)tfxk)a'k-ldk) - (a, & ® a')n(xy

for all a G F and all x EG.   Hence

(7.17) 4a' = (^®a'r.

Now F is dense in F so functions $® a   (yEQ, a EË) span a dense linear sub-

space of XK.G, F) (see for instance the discussion in Grothendieck [7, Chapter II,

p. 84] ). Hence, by Lemma 7.9 the functions f^a, = (<p® a')n span a dense lin-

ear subspace of VK(G, F). Now the injection of VK(G, F) into EK(G, F) is con-

tinuous and onto a dense subspace. The denseness is most easily seen by invok-

ing Lemma 7.2. It follows that the linear subspace [/^>a<: <¿> G V, a G F] (which

clearly is contained in VK(G, £)) is dense in EK(G, F) and then-a fortiori-in

EK(G, E). The assertion now follows from Lemma 7.7. The proof is complete.

Corollary 7.12. The map £2: E' ®K E —* E'K(G, E) is a continuous

linear isomorphism onto a dense subspace.

Proof.   Let u = 2 S¡ ® a¡ G E' ®K E and suppose £2(«) = 0.  Then for

all ^ G P and all a' G E we have

0 - <Í2(«M a) =Z<m*    (¿>, a') = Z F fl,(5. ® a.) = F fl.(«).
i' i v'

Since F = {F^_a.} is total we must have « = 0 and Í2 is injective.  The range

of Í2 is dense. In fact, by Lemma 7.1 it suffices to observe that [ms a: SE E',

aEE] is dense in E'(G, E), which is well known. The proof is complete.

We now turn to the discussion of when Q, is bicontinuous, i.e. when the

two spaces E' ®K E and E'K(G, E) are isomorphic. As before let E'c (resp.

E'C(G, E)) denote the space of distributions (resp. F-valued destributions) with

support in the compact set C CG. If Cx Ç C2 then E'cx ®E may be identified

with a closed subspace of E'c2 ®E. Let H be the inductive limit of the spaces

E'c® E where C runs through the family of compact subsets of G.  H is a strict

inductive limit of complete spaces and therefore complete.

Lemma 7.13.  77ie spaces H and E'(G, E) are linearly and topologically

isomorphic.
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Proof. Let {C„} be an ascending sequence of compact subsets of G such

that Uc„ = G and Cn is contained in the interior of Cn + x. Since V is a nuclear

space we have a natural isomorphism V'(G, E) s V'(G) ®E [28, Proposition 50.5].

For each compact C C G the spaces E'C(G, E) and E'C(G) ® E carry the relative

topologies of V'(G, E) and V'(G) ® E respectively. If we identify E'C(G) ® E

with its image in P'(G, E) we clearly have

E'r (G)®EC E'c (G, E)CE'C     (G) ® E

since the topologies agree and E'(G, E) by definition is the inductive limit of

E'c(G, E), i = 1, 2.the lemma follows.

Corollary 7.14. If the inductive and the projective tensor product top-

ologies agree on E' ®E then E' ®K E and E'K(G, E) are topologically and linear-

ly isomorphic.

Proof.   E' ®n E = E' ®e E since E' is a nuclear space. Hence, under the

stated condition the identity map E'c ®e E —► E' ®ß E is continuous for each

compact C CG:  Hence we obtain a continuous linear map 4> of H into E' ®E

Now <P restricted to E' ® E is injective and its inverse is continuous, so $ is a

topological isomorphism of H onto E' ® E. By Lemma 7.13 this implies that

the natural injection Í2': E' ®a E —* E'(G, E) is bicontinuous.

Let N be the closed linear subspace of E' ®a E generated by elements of

the form Sk®a - S ® ka (SE E', a EE, k EK). By Proposition 2.3, we may

identify E' ®k E witn E' ®ß E/N, and we let y be the continuous open map of

E' ®E onto E' ®K E obtained this way, viz: y(S ® a) = S ®K a. The following

diagram clearly commutes:

E'®ßE-^ E'(G,E)

i J#
E' ®K E -^-+ E'K(G, E)

Since y is continuous, Si' is bicontinuous and # is open, £2 is bicontinuous. The

result follows.

Lemma 7.15. If E is either normable or the strong dual of a reflexive

Frèchet space, then E' ®ß E s E' ®„ E.

Proof.   E' ®„ E is in both cases a Mackey space [7, Chapter I, Corol-

lary 1, p. 44], and the identity map E' ®ß E —*■ E' ®„ E is continuous.  Hence

all we have to do is to show that if y is a continuous linear functional on E' ®ß

E then it is continuous on E' ®n E. If F is a normed space or the dual of a
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reflexive Fre'chet space this follows from [28, Theorem 48.1]. The proof is

complete.

The proof of Proposition 6.2 is now clear. The isomorphism Í2 intertwines

the action of G on GF = E' ®K E and E^(G, F). The equivalence of GF and

E'K(G, E) as left differentiable G-modules follows directly from Corollary 7.14

and Lemma 7.15. This completes the proof of Proposition 6.2.

Remark 7.16.  It is clearly necessary to make some assumption on F to

have the topologies on E ®K F and E'K(G, E) identical. Indeed, by Lemma 7.13

and the diagram in Corollary 7.14 it is necessary that the identity map E'c ®e E

—*■ E' ®ß E be continuous.  Take E = E and let co: E' x E —*■ C be the can-

onical bilinear form, i.e. co(S, <p) - S(p). co is hypocontinuous. Hence, if i:

E'c®e E —*■ E' ®ß E was continuous, the restriction of co to E'c x E would

be continuous. But this is impossible. Indeed, suppose there are neighbourhoods

of 0, V in E'c, V in E such that |co(i/ x F)] < 1. Then V C Vo, and Vo is

bounded in E'. Hence V is bounded in E'c so E'c is normable. But E'c is also a

nuclear space—hence finite dimensional, which is false.

8. The dual modules of GF and FG. Preserve the previous notation and

conventions.

Proposition 8.1.   Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied:

(a) Each bounded subset of E' ®K E is contained in the closed, balanced,

convex hull of a set A ®K B where A is bounded in E' and B is bounded in F.

(b) Each compact subset of E'b is equicontinuous.

(c) E'b is complete.

Then

(8.1) (GFf == (Ef

as right differentiable G-modules. In terms of representations this means that

(8.2) (V s (Í)G.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 7.7 since the map

F—*-f intertwines the action of G.

Proposition 8.2.   If E is the strong dual of a reflexive Fréchet space then

(i) the conditions (a), (b) and (c) above are satisfied;

(ii) the inductive and the projective tensor product topologies on E' ®K E

coincide,

(iii)   EK(G, E) is a reflexive Fréchet space with strong dual E' ®K F;

(iv) if E is also a nuclear space then E' ®K E and EK(G, Ë) are nuclear.

Proof. Let Q be a bounded subset of E'K(G, E). We claim that there is
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a bounded subset Q' of E'(G, E) such that (Q')# D Q. Indeed, E'K(G, E)isa

strict inductive limit so there is a compact set C Ç G such that Q is contained

in E'c k(G, E). Let p be the local inverse of # defined in the proof of Lem-

ma 7.2. p is continuous so Q' = p(Q) is bounded in E'(G, E). The claim fol-

lows.

For the proof first observe that (ii) is an immediate consequence of Lem-

ma 7.15 since E' ®K E is the quotient of E' ®E modulo a closed subspace.

We also know that if E is the dual of a reflexive Fréchet space then (b) and (c)

hold. Moreover, by the results of §7 we may identify E' ®K E with E^-(G, E),

and obviously also E' ®E with E'(G, E). Hence (i) follows from [7, Chapter I,

Proposition 5, p. 43] and the observation above.

Next E(G, E'b) = E(G) ® E'b which is a reflexive Fre'chet space [7, Chap-

ter II, Corollary 1, p. 77]. Hence EK(G, E'b) is a reflexive Fre'chet space. The

dual of E(G) ® E'b is E' ®E which therefore is reflexive. Hence the quotient

E' ®K E is évaluable. It is also semireflexive, for if Q is a bounded, closed

subset of E' ®K E, let Q' be a closed bounded convex and circled subset of

E' ®E whose image under the quotient map contains Q.  Q' is weakly compact,

and the quotient map is weakly continuous, so Q is relatively weakly compact.

Hence E' ®K E is semireflexive, hence reflexive. Now, by (i) and Lemma 7.7

this implies (iii) since Éb is complete.

Finally E(G, Ëb) and hence EK(G, E'b) is nuclear if E (or £"¡,) is [7, Chap-

ter II, Proposition 13, p. 76]). But then E' ®K E, being the strong dual of a

nuclear Fre'chet space, is nuclear. This proves (iv) and completes the proof.

Proposition 83.   Let X be a right differentiable K-module, X a reflexive

Fréchet space.  Then

(8.3) (X°r = G(X)

as left differentiable G-modules. Stated in terms of representations this means:

If TTj is a differentiable representation of K on a reflexive Fréchet space X, then

(8.4) (rrf J ¡* *(*.).

Proof.  Let E = X'b and regard E = X as a left differentiable K-module

under the dual action. Then Xa = (E)G = (GE)~ by (8.1). Now GE is reflexive

so (X°Y = GE = G(X) which completes the proof.

9. The Frobenius theorem of Bruhat.  In [2] Bruhat gives a version of

the Frobenius reciprocity theorem in terms of "formes d'entrelacement"—inter-

twining forms for two representations. His result is based on still another defini-

tion of induced representations. In this and the next section we discuss the re-

lationship between his concept and ours, and show that his Frobenius result is
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a simple consequence of the tensor product machinery, modulo a realization

which will be given towards the end of this section.

Let p and X be continuous representations of a group G in locally convex

spaces F and F respectively.  A hypocontinuous bilinear form co on F x F is

intertwining for p and X if

(9.1) co(p(x)a, l(x)b) = co(a, ft)

for all x E G, a E E and b E F.  Clearly co is intertwining for p and X if and

only if co is G-balanced on F x F when we regard E(F) as right (left) continuous

G-modules. Indeed: u>(p(x)a, \(x)b) = co(ax-1, xb). We will therefore stick to

our earlier practice, and formulate the result in terms of G- (or K-) balanced

forms. Let BG(E, F) denote the space of hypocontinuous G-balanced bilinear

forms on F x F.

Let K be a closed subgroup of the Lie group G, and let -n, X be differ-

entiable representations of K, G on the complete locally convex spaces F, F

respectively. A functor F —*■ EG of CJ°(K) into C"(G) is called a quasi-adjoint

for the restriction functor res: F-*FKof C?(G) into C?(K) if

(9.2) BG(F,EG)~BK(FK,E).

In this terminology Bruhat's Théorème 6.4 [2] shows the existence of a quasi-

adjoint in the categories of differentiable Fréchet modules.

We first show that if F is the dual of a reflexive Fréchet space then our

previous adjoint GF = E^(G, F) is in fact a quasi-adjoint.

Proposition 9.1. Suppose E is the dual of a reflexive Fréchet space.   Then

BG(F,GE)~BK(FK,E).

Proof. Bg(F, gE) = BG(F, E' ®K E) which by Proposition 8.2(f) and

Lemma 2.8 is equal to

BG(F, E'®KE) = (F®G(E'®KE))'

= ((F®GE')®KE)'

= (F ®K E)'   (Lemma 4.5 and Proposition 2.7)

= BK(FK,E)

which proves the assertion.

We now turn to the solution of the problem when F and F are Fréchet

spaces.  Let us regard V as a subspace of E' under the identification /—*■ Sf,

where Sfo) = f^p(x)f(x)dx (pEE,fE V).  V is a submodule of E' under the

natural actions of G and A' on E', viz.

(9.3) ß=f*ek    (fEV.kEK),
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(9.4) x/=ex*/    (fEV.xEG).

In its own topology V is a complete ¿F-space and a differentiable (G, K)-hi-

module with respect to these actions.  This bimodule will be denoted by Vd.

Let Vd ®K E denote the K-tensor product of Va and E equipped with the in-

ductive tensor product topology, and let Vd ®K E be its completion.  By similar

arguments to those used in §4 we show that Vd ®K E is a left differentiable

G-module under the action x(f ®a)=xf®a.

Proposition 9.2.   Let E(F) be a Fréchet space which is a left (right)

differentiable K(G)-module.  Then

BG(F, tf®KE)-i BK(FK, E).

The proof of this result will be postponed till the end of this section.

Let VdK(G, E) denote the space of differentiable functions /: G —► E satisfying

the following two conditions:

(9.5) supp fCCK   for some compact subset C CG,

and

(9.6) fixk) = (8K(k)l5G(k))n(k- ')/(x)   (x G G, k G K).

We equip VdK(G, E) with the inductive limit topology as described in §7.

VdK(G, E) is made into a left differentiable G-module under the action (xf)(y) =

f(x~ly) (x,yEG).

Proposition 9.3.   7/F is a Fréchet space Vd ®K E = VdK(G, E) as dif-

ferentiable G-modules.

Proof.  The proof of this result parallels the proof of Proposition 6.2

given in §7. We sketch the argument.  First, if/G V(G, E) we define

r M*)
/#w = Kfjk)k~^xk~i)dk

and find that / —> /* is a surjective continuous and open linear map of V(G, E)

onto VdK(G, E). If u) G V, a G F let (¡p ® a)(x) - <p(x)a (x E G) and define the

bilinear map iox(p, a) = (p® a)#. One shows that co! is a Af-balanced hypo-

continuous bilinear map of Vd x E into P^(G, E). Hence we obtain a contin-

uous linear map Slx : V ®K E —► VK(G, E) with dense range. To show that £lx

is injective we produce a separating family of continuous linear functional

Fs,a-  (s G E'> a' e E') by computing the dual of Vd ®K E.

By Proposition 2.6 we get (Vd ®K E)' s V'K(G, E) since F is a Fre'chet

space. It is now easy to show that if FSa,(y ®K a) = S(a' ° (<p ® a)#) then the

family {Fs a-} will be separating, and we obtain that Í2j is injective. To show
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that Í2j is a homeomorphism first observe that V(G, E) = V(G) ® E since F is

a Fréchet space [7, Chapter II, §3, p. 84]. The result now follows easily.

Corollary 9.4.   // F is a Fréchet space then V1 ®K E is saturated, and

the strong dual ofV*®KE is topologically and linearly isomorphic to PK(G, E'b).

Proof. We argue as in the proof of Proposition 8.2(f). If Q ÇV^K(G, E) is

bounded, then Q is contained in P^ C(G, E) for some compact subset C. # of

the proof above has a continuous local inverse, so there is a bounded subset

ôi = Ocx(G, E) (for some compact Cx ç G) such that of 2 Q- But Vcx(G, E)

= Dcj ® E which is saturated. The result now follows easily.

Observe that Pg(G, F) = F as left differentiable G-modules. Indeed, the

map / —► f(e) is a topological isomorphism.

Proof of Proposition 9.2.   We have

BG(F, Vd®KE) = (F ®G (Va ®K E))'

which equals ((F ®G V1) ®K E)' by Corollary 9.4 and Proposition 2.10. By

the observation above (applied to F) and Proposition 9.3, F ®G V? = F.  Hence

BG(F, Vi®KE) = (F®KE)' = BK(FK, E). The proof is complete.

Bruhat's Frobenius result is now an immediate consequence.  In fact, let

Vk(G, E) be the space of differentiable functions /: G —► F with compact sup-

port modulo K and satisfying

f(xk) = [S^(Tc)/SG(fc)] Vlti(k- l)f(x)      (xEG.kE K).

Then we get

Corollary 9.5 (Bruhat).  // F and F are Fréchet spaces, then the inter-

twining number of the representations of G on P^(G, F) and F is equal to the

intertwining number of the representations k —► [8K(k)l8G(k)]   ii(k) on E and

\K on F.

Proof. Put -nx(k) = [8K(k)¡8G(k)] Vlii(k) and apply Proposition 9.2 and

9.3 with respect to 7r1.

10. Inducing in stages. Concluding remarks. Let KÇH ÇG where K

and H are closed subgroups of G. Let 7r be a differentiable representation of

K on a complete locally convex space F.

Proposition 10.1.  We have (tP)g ss 7tg. If E is the dual of a reflexive

Fréchet space then G(Hir) = G?r.

Proof.  For the first equivalence we refer to the argument in [23, The-

orem 4], which carries over without essential change. For the second equivalence
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we have G(HE) = E'(G) ®H (E'(H) ®K E). Now F is the dual of a reflexive

Fre'chet space, which by Proposition 8.2(i) implies that E'(H) ®K E is saturated.

E'(G) ®H E!(H) = E'(G) by Proposition 4.5(i), so by Proposition 2.10 we get

G(HE) s E'(G) ®K E = GE, which completes the proof.

Remark 10.2. In [2, Proposition 4.2] Bruhat shows that inducing in

stages goes through for his concept of induced representation, viz. the regular

representation on V%(G, E).

We conclude with some remarks concerning the relationship between the

various forms of induced representations discussed. In general they are all dis-

tict and have different universal properties.  If 8K/8G = 1 and G/K is compact

we clearly have i>£(G, F) = V^(G, E) = EK(G, E). Hence Bruhat's induced

representation and our co-induced representation coincide. We have already seen

that if F is the dual of a reflexive Fre'chet space, then the adjoint GE is a quasi-

adjoint. It is interesting that in some cases the converse is true. Suppose F =
, G

Ab where AT is a barreled right differentiable ^-module. Suppose F is a quasi-
G G

adjoint for the restriction functor. Then7G(F, F) = BG(E, X) by Proposi-

tion 2.6, and this equals BK(E, XK) = LK(E, FK). Hence in particular we get

Proposition 10.2. Let it and p be differentiable representations of K and

G on Fréchet spaces E and X respectively. Let E = V^(G, E) and let F = X.

Then

(10.1) LG(E,F)*LK(E,FK).

Remark 10.3.  As a curiosity one may observe that this result contains

the fact that Haar measure on G is unique. Indeed, let K = {<?}and F = C = F,

with p trivial. Then LG(V, C) = 7(C, C) = C by Proposition 10.2. Similarly,

Theorem 5.1 implies that there is essentially one G-invariant linear functional

on E'(G), namely the function =1.

Let us finally disregard the action of G and restate a few of the results

concerning the duality between spaces of F-valued differentiable functions and

F-valued distributions obtained on the foregoing pages. As before we assume

that F is a differentiable Af-module.

Proposition 10.3. 7/F is a reflexive Fréchet space then EK(G, E) and

VK(G, E) are reflexive, and we have topological isomorphism

(10.2) EK(G, E)' a E'K(G, Fö),

(10-3)                                VK(G, E)' 2 V'K(G, E'b).

Proof. (10.2) follows from Propositions 6.2 and 8.2. (10.3) follows

from Proposition 9.3 and Corollary 9.4.
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